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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate f
ont cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique
features is the ability to sample fonts that are not instal
led into the System File.  This is a sample of type using T
ypeIndexer, the ultimate font cataloging and line sampli
ng utility. One of its unique features is the ability to sam
ple fonts that are not installed into the System File.  Thi
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate fon
t cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique featur
es is the ability to sample fonts that are not installed into th
e System File.  This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, t
he ultimate font cataloging and line sampling utility. One of it
s unique features is the ability to sample fonts that are not i
nstalled into the System File.  This is a sample of type using
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate f
ont cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique f
eatures is the ability to sample fonts that are not installe
d into the System File.  This is a sample of type using Typ
eIndexer, the ultimate font cataloging and line sampling u
tility. One of its unique features is the ability to sample fo
nts that are not installed into the System File.  This is a s
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate f
ont cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique
features is the ability to sample fonts that are not install
ed into the System File.  This is a sample of type using Ty
peIndexer, the ultimate font cataloging and line sampling
utility. One of its unique features is the ability to sample f
onts that are not installed into the System File.  This is a
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This is a sample of type using TypeIndexer, the ultimate fo
nt cataloging and line sampling utility. One of its unique fe
atures is the ability to sample fonts that are not installed
into the System File.  This is a sample of type using TypeIn
dexer, the ultimate font cataloging and line sampling utilit
y. One of its unique features is the ability to sample fonts
that are not installed into the System File.  This is a sampl
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